
www.seasalt.com
16240 Wood-Red Road NE • Woodinville, WA 98072

800-353-7258 ph • 425-650-9876 fx
Prices listed are per pound and subject to change without notice.

Wholesale Catalog

Celebrating over 13 
years of being the 
most trusted source 
for specialty salts!
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BOKEK - FINE • • • • • • • •
BOKEK - COARSE • • • • • •
BRETON - VELVET • • • •
BRETON - FINE • • • • •
BRETON - TAMISE • • • • • • 
BRETON - BRUT • • • • • • 
CEARA - FINE • • •
CEARA - SMALL • • • • • • •
CEARA - MEDIUM • • • • •
CEARA - COARSE • • • •
CEARA - EXTRA COARSE • • • • •
RIO - XXL • • • • •
RIO - JUMBO • • • • •
EUROSPA - FINE • • • • •
EUROSPA - COARSE • • • • •
EUROSPA - EXTRA COARSE • • • • •
ANCIENT OCEAN HIMALAYAN PINK - FINE • • •
ANCIENT OCEAN HIMALAYAN PINK - SMALL • • • • •
ANCIENT OCEAN HIMALAYAN PINK - MEDIUM • • •
ANCIENT OCEAN HIMALAYAN PINK - COARSE • •
ANCIENT OCEAN HIMALAYAN PINK - EXTRA COARSE • •
ANCIENT OCEAN HIMALAYAN CRYSTAL - XXL • • •
ANCIENT OCEAN HIMALAYAN CRYSTAL - JUMBO • • •
ANCIENT OCEAN HIMALAYAN CRYSTAL - COLOSSAL • • •
ULTRA EPSOM SALT - EXTRA FINE • • • • •
ULTRA EPSOM SALT - FINE • • • • •
ULTRA EPSOM SALT - MEDIUM • • • • • •
ULTRA EPSOM SALT - COARSE • • • • •
SONOMA - FINE • • • • • • •
SONOMA - COARSE • • • • • • •
SONOMA - EXTRA COARSE • • • •
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SALTWORKS®, founded in 2001 
near Seattle, Washington, is an 
American company that prides 
itself on offering a superior 
selection of over 100 varieties of 
salt. We currently import directly 
from over two dozen countries 
around the globe. Whether you 
are looking for a premium Dead 
Sea Salt from Israel or hand 
harvested grey salt from France, 
SaltWorks is dedicated to offering 
the highest quality and widest 
selection of salt at the best price-
direct from the source.

Our customers span from 
individuals ordering salt by the 
pound to enjoy in their homes, to 
manufacturers and health food 
stores that order by the pallet. 
SaltWorks’ strict commitment 
to quality ensures that all of 
our customers, large and small, 
receive the most pure and natural 
products possible.

All of our salts are responsibly 
harvested and guaranteed.

Special requests or questions? 
Please contact us! 800-353-7258  
or info@seasalt.com. We pride 
ourselves on being able to answer 
tough questions, help with 
special projects and assist you in 
your hunt for the perfect salt to 
fit your needs.

SaltWorks, America’s Sea Salt Company, Ancient Ocean, Bokek, Optically Clean and Ultra Epsom are registered trademarks of SaltWorks, Inc.
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BRAND SIZE 5 lb 20 lb 55 lb 110 lb 550 lb 1100 lb 2200 lb 4400 & up      

BOKEK®  FINE (A) COARSE (B) $2.80 $2.25 $1.64 $1.36 $1.27 $0.90 $0.86 Call for pricing

BOKEK® Dead Sea Salt  is a 
natural white crystal harvested 
from the southern Dead Sea in 
Israel, where the concentration of 
minerals is the highest. The waters 
of the Dead Sea are very distinct, 
having a total salt concentration 
that is 10 times higher than ocean 
water, reaching 33% versus 3%. 
The one of a kind composition of 
this special sea’s brine is uniquely 
comprised of magnesium, 
potassium and calcium chloride. 
Additionally, the Dead Sea has a 
high concentration of bromides, 
which all contribute to the 
renowned healing properties.

This extraordinary composition 
has made the Dead Sea an 
ideal spot for people seeking 
relief from skin and rheumatic 
disorders, and an equally popular 
choice for vacationers seeking 
relaxation. In fact, these soothing, 
miracle-working waters have 
a reputation that dates back 
over 2,000 years to a time when 
Cleopatra established the world’s 
first known “Day Spa” on its 
shores.  

It is agreed by many health 
professionals that Bokek Dead 
Sea Salt is the most therapeutic 
of all bath salts. Dead Sea salt  
is recommended to relieve the 
symptoms of dry skin disorders, 
such as psoriasis and eczema, as 
well as, to help ease rheumatoid 
arthritis, joint and muscle pain. 
The salt is also used for overall 
body detoxification. With a 
sodium content of less than 
12%, it is gentle on the skin. 
Its natural skin softeners and 
muscle relaxing properties make 
this salt truly exceptional. 

The widely reputed soothing 
effects of the Dead Sea can now 
be enjoyed in the privacy of 
your own home! Bring the salt 
from the sea to your bathtub for 
relaxation and relief from skin 
troubles or daily stresses.

In addition to being an important 
ingredient at the spa, Bokek 
Dead Sea Salt is widely used as 

a raw material in the cosmetic 
industry.  Products including facial 
toners, lotions, soaps, shampoos, 
scrubs and creams incorporate 
this unique salt. The benefits 
extend well beyond the bath, and 
SaltWorks guarantees the purest 
Dead Sea salt on the market, 
offered in a selection of grain 
sizes to ensure you have the ideal 
fit for your project.

3

A. B.
Prices listed are per pound and subject to change without notice.

Added Benefits
For added benefits and enjoyment, 
try mixing your sea salt with 
therapeutic oil.

Cleanse:  Grapefruit/Eucalyptus
Soothe and Relax:  Lavender
Energize:  Spearmint/Rosemary

Simply mix 15-25 drops of blended 
essential oils with 16 oz. of Bokek 
Dead Sea Salt. Be sure to start 
adding the oils slowly and test 
as you go. Oil strengths can vary 
depending on the manufacturer.
 
Please be aware that Dead Sea 
salt is prone to absorbing moisture 
from the air. Be sure to store your 
salts in an airtight container to 
avoid clumping.

BATHING WITH
BOKEK DEAD SEA SALT AT HOME

Deep Therapy Bath
For a deep therapy bath, add 
approximately 4 cups (2 pounds) 
of salt into a standard-size bathtub 
and soak for approximately 20-
30 minutes twice a month. Use 
hot water to aid in detoxification 
or warm water for maximum 
absorption of the salt’s benefits. 
The detoxification process will 
pull moisture from your body as 
it eliminates toxins. Be sure to 
drink plenty of water to rehydrate 
yourself while following a bath salt 
regimen.

Everyday Bathing
For everyday bathing, add 
approximately 1-2 cups of salt into 
a standard-size bathtub and soak 
for approximately 20-30 minutes.
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BRAND SIZE 5 lb 25 lb 50 lb 100 lb 500 lb 1000 lb 2000 lb 4000 & up      

ULTRA EPSOM® EXTRA FINE (E)  FINE (F)  MED (G)  COARSE (H) $1.30 $0.95 $0.86 $0.71 $0.68 $0.64 $0.58 Call for pricing

ULTRA EPSOM® Salt is known 
for its exceptional purity and 
therapeutic value. Available in 
four sizes, Ultra Epsom is ideal for 
use in a variety of applications, 
including home, spa and garden. 

Ultra Epsom is the highest quality 
pharmaceutical-grade Epsom salt 
available. It dissolves easily, perfect 
for soothing sore muscles, relaxing 
soaks, and calming foot baths. 
Create body scrubs, bath salts and 

much more with the new range of 
grain sizes available.

For those with a green thumb, 
using Ultra Epsom salt as plant 

food will help bring your garden 
to life, creating a greener, lusher 
appearance. Use with plants such 
as tomato plants, rhododendrons, 
roses, and even your lawn by 

Prices listed are per pound and subject to change without notice.

E. H.F. G.

BRETON™ French Grey Sea Salts 
come from the Guerande region 
of France, and are among the 
best sea salts in the world. Sea 
water is channeled into clay-

lined evaporation ponds. As the 
salt crystals form, they absorb a 
beautiful grey color from the clay.  
The clay also adds to the high 
mineral content of these salts.  

The harvesting of these salts is an 
art. The salt crystals are collected 
by hand using traditional 
Celtic methods. Breton sea 
salt undergoes no additional 

treatment after harvesting. 
Neither washed nor refined, it 
keeps its essential nutrients vital 
to the human body. 
 

The Breton sea salt crystals range 
in size from Velvet, which is close 
to the consistency of flour, to Brut 
grain, which is approximately 2-4 
mm.

Fine and Tamise grain Breton 
both make effective exfoliants. 
Tamise and Brut are very popular 
for pre-packaged bath salt 
products, since the natural grey 
color looks great in a jar. Simply 
scented with lavender essential 
oil and mixed with dried lavender 
buds, you can create a beautiful 
and very therapeutic bath salt.  

4

D.A. C.B.

dissolving in water, and using it as 
a fertilizer spray in your garden.

SaltWorks is excited to be able to 
offer the highest quality Epsom 
salt at an affordable price.

BRAND SIZE 5 lb 25 lb 55 lb 110 lb 550 lb 1100 lb 2200 lb 4400 & up      

BRETON™ VELVET (A) $6.77 $5.24 $4.63 $4.24 $3.98 $3.62 $3.40 Call for pricing

FINE (B) $5.18 $4.49 $3.75 $3.49 $3.32 $3.08 $2.69 Call for pricing

TAMISE (C) $4.24 $3.68 $3.56 $3.42 $2.90 $2.62 $2.37 Call for pricing

BRUT (D) $4.24 $3.68 $3.56 $3.42 $2.90 $2.62 $2.37 Call for pricing

Prices listed are per pound and subject to change without notice.
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BRAND SIZE 5 lb 25lb 55 lb 110 lb 550 lb 1100 lb 2200 lb 4400 & up      

CEARA™ FINE (A) SMALL (B) MEDIUM (C)      
COARSE (D) EXTRA COARSE (E)

$2.28 $1.89 $1.15 $0.78 $0.70 $0.60 $0.55 Call for pricing

RIO™ XXL (F) $2.28 $1.89 $1.15 $0.78 $0.70 $0.60 $0.55 Call for pricing

JUMBO (G) $3.01 $2.19 $1.59 $1.43 $1.21 $1.18 $0.99 Call for pricing

CEARA™ Sea Salts are pure 
Atlantic sea salt crystals from the 
clear waters off the coast of Brazil. 

They are produced through the 
natural evaporation of sea water. 
Salt water is captured in retention 

ponds and allowed to evaporate by 
means of the sun and wind. During 
the process, a salt bed forms on 
the bottom of the pond. The salt is 
harvested, screened and packaged. 
The typical salt crystal “crop” takes 
three to seven years to produce. 

In high-mineral sea salt production, 
the environmental conditions 
directly influence the final salt 
produced. High quality sea water 
creates high quality sea salt. The 
sea water used to make Ceara 
bath salt crystals is especially clean. 

It is collected from a mangrove 
area, an ecosystem that removes 
undesirable elements from the 
water. This is accomplished through 
a filtration process carried out by 
indigenous plants and shellfish.

A. C.B. D. E.

Rio Crystals can be rinsed to create 
shimmering “glass-like” pieces. 
You can simply add essential oils 
or fragrance oils for a beautiful 
alternative to the traditional 
colored crystal potpourri. To rinse, 

F. G.

* Grain sizes are approximate and are subject to 
change without notice. 

RIO mm

F  XXL 10-15

G JUMBO      15-30

Prices listed are per pound and subject to change without notice.

This sea salt can be used in 
many products including salt 
scrubs, bath salts and potpourri.  
The various sizes allow you to 
customize the look and feel of 
your products.

CEARA mm

A FINE 0.2-0.6 

B SMALL 1-2

C MEDIUM 1-3

D COARSE 2-4

E EXTRA COARSE 4-6

The crystals are solar evaporated 
from the clear blue waters off 
the coast of Brazil. It is minimally 
crushed and left in large pieces. 
Rio is semi-transparent and 

RIO™ Sea Salt Crystals are the 
same pure Atlantic sea salt as our 
Ceara brand, only brought to you 
in a larger form, ideal for creating 
stunning visual salt presentations.

can be rinsed to create a clear, 
shimmering crystal. This is the ideal 
size to be used in salt potpourri. 
The large crystals are semi-porous, 
which enables them to be infused 

simply spray lightly with a salt water 
solution. Be sure not to let the 
crystals sit in the water or they will 
melt away!  Lay out on parchment 
to dry. When completely dry, add 
fragrance with an eye dropper.

CREATIVE IDEAS

with color and essential oils. When 
the scented crystals are placed 
in a diffuser, they can be heated,  
allowing a slow release of scent 
into the air.

WITH RIO SEA SALT CRYSTALS

Both Rio and Ceara are suitable 
for commercial spas, home use or 
by weekend crafters.  The options 
are limitless!
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You can get the unique benefits of the different salts by combing salts and grain sizes to create a custom 
salt scrub.  Simply mix salts together with your choice of carrier oil and massage the skin.   A mix of Eurospa 
and Bokek Dead Sea Salt in fine grains, make a wonderful blend for a soothing full-body exfoliation 
without being too harsh. Add a slightly larger grain size, like Ceara Small, to create a more abrasive scrub 
for use in a home pedicure.    

6

EUROSPA™ European Sea Salt is 
harvested from the crystal clear 
waters of the Mediterranean Sea. 
It is evaporated to a sparkling 
white by the sun and ocean air. 
Perfect for commercial spa use, 
or you can even use this sea 
salt as a key ingredient in your 

BRAND SIZE 5 lb 25 lb 55 lb 110 lb 550 lb 1100 lb 2200 lb 4400 & up      

EUROSPA™ FINE (A)    COARSE (B)   EXTRA-COARSE (C) $2.28 $1.89 $1.15 $0.78 $0.70 $0.60 $0.55 Call for pricing

own bath products at home. 
EuroSpa Fine is similar in grain 
size to table salt. Grains are 
approximately 0-1mm. The 
fine crystals are a wonderful 
exfoliant for salt scrubs and body 
treatments. It also works well 
in bath salt recipes, as it blends 
easily with powdered ingredients. 
 
EuroSpa Coarse grain ranges in 
size from 1-3mm. It is a clean, 
white crystal that easily absorbs 
essential oils. This is a great salt 
for therapeutic bath soaks and 
blends, as it colors nicely and 
blends well with essential oils.

Also available in Extra Coarse with 
a grain size of 3-4mm.

A. C.B.

Prices listed are per pound and subject to change without notice.

BRAND SIZE 5 lb 25 lb 50 lb 100 lb 500 lb 1000 lb 2000 lb 4000 & up      

SONOMA™ FINE (D)  COARSE (E)  EXTRA COARSE (F) $2.15 $1.78 $1.08 $0.73 $0.66 $0.57 $0.52 Call for pricing

SONOMA SPA™  Sea Salt is a great 
all-around sea salt. Produced in 
the United States, this sea salt 
is solar evaporated from the 
waters of the Pacific Ocean. The 
result is a clean, white crystal at 
an economical price. Sonoma 
has a low moisture content 
which works well for blending 
with essential or fragrance oils 
and for use in body treatments. 
 
Sonoma Spa Fine is approximately 
the consistency of table salt.  
Crystals range in size from 0-1mm. 
This is great for salt scrubs, 
exfoliating soaps and body 
treatments.            

Sonoma Spa Coarse ranges in 
size from 1-3mm. As with all 
Sonoma Spa salts, it is comprised 
of very clean, white crystals 
which are perfect for bath salts. 
 
Sonoma Spa Extra Coarse has a 
substantial crystal size ranging 
from 4-8mm. This accepts oils 
easily, making it popular for salt 
potpourri, colored or scented 
bath salts and aromatherapy 
crystals.

D. E. F.

Prices listed are per pound and subject to change without notice.

TRY THIS
EASY CUSTOM SALT SCRUBS
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BRAND SIZE 5 lb 25 lb 55 lb 110 lb 550 lb 1100 lb 2200 lb 4400 & up      

ANCIENT OCEAN 
HIMALAYAN PINK

FINE (A)  SM (B)  MED (C)  COARSE (D)  EXTRA COARSE (E) $3.80 $3.40 $2.91 $2.73 $2.36 $2.18 $1.95 Call for pricing

ANCIENT OCEAN 
HIMALAYAN CRYSTALS

(F) XXL   (G) JUMBO   (H) COLOSSAL $5.18 $4.37 $3.99 $3.72 $3.49 $2.99 $2.74 Call for pricing

HIMALAYAN 
PINK

mm

A FINE 0-1 

B SMALL 1-2

C MEDIUM 2-3

D COARSE 3-4

E EXTRA COARSE 4-6

HIMALAYAN
CRYSTALS

mm

F XXL      10-15

G JUMBO 15-30

H COLOSSAL 40-60

ANCIENT OCEAN® Himalayan 
Pink Salt is pure, hand-mined salt 
found naturally, deep within the 
pristine Himalayan Mountains.  
For centuries, salts have been 
used as natural remedies for 

a variety of health issues. This 
Jurassic-era salt is believed to be 
the most unadulterated form of 
salt available, and is known for its 
therapeutic properties. 
 

The high-mineral crystals range in 
color from sheer white to varying 
shades of pink and red, which 
indicate a wide variety of trace 
elements. 

Our Ancient Ocean Himalayan  
Pink Salt is the highest quality 
Himalayan salt available. It is 
sorted to achieve maximum color, 
beauty and quality.  In addition, 
the salt is crushed and screened 

to several different grain sizes to 
fit a wide range of applications.  
SaltWorks sources our Himalayan  
salt from ethically and ecologically 
approved vendors.
 

ANCIENT OCEAN Himalayan 
Crystals are the same therapeutic 
salt brought to you in a much 
larger in size.

A. B.

C. D. E. F. G.

H.

* Grain sizes are approximate and are subject to 
change without notice. 

Prices listed are per pound and subject to change without notice.

These salts are often used for 
crystal potpourri. To create this 
beautiful and aromatic display, 
simply lay crystals in a single layer. 
Using an eyedropper, add several 
drops of scented oil to each 
crystal. Allow to dry. Arrange 
crystals in a decorative bowl or in 
a heated scent diffuser for a long 
lasting aroma therapy. As scent 
dissipates over time, just add 
additional oil to refresh.

IDEAS FOR
HIMALAYAN CRYSTALS
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www.seasalt.com
16240 Wood-Red Road NE • Woodinville, WA 98072

800-353-7258 ph • 425-650-9876 fx

Printed with soy ink


